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Cleansing Spirit Attachment 

 

A spirit attachment is an “intelligent” disembodied human spirit or other life form that has attached itself to a 

living person’s energy field, aka aura.  

 

Attachment spirits refuse to surrender to the death experience or simple continue to move on, and want to 

continue certain behaviors they practiced in life. 

 

They will search for a vulnerable human candidate so they can attach and “live” vicariously through that 

person. 

 

Attachments can happen in early childhood or later in life as adults. 

When the child grows up, there may be a nagging awareness that something is not right. 

As adults, they do not know why they repeat certain behaviors or addictions. 

 

The Noxious Cleansing Practitioner 

Is an individual who is aware of the Noxious Spirit/Spirits, can identify the physical harm and/or destructive 

behavior within the client. This often sets the stage resulting in harmful influence of behavior or in 

the person’s mind with the possibility of morally corrupting an individual. 
 
There are patterns I am aware of as a minister, a practicing spiritual healer and as an alternative practitioner 

using healing methods that reinforce the concept  “Just because we aren’t always able to understand other 

realities doesn’t mean they don’t exist.” Just because you cannot “feel” any entities around you does not 

mean they are not there. 

 

Spirit release therapy is an option for spirit possession. Spirits/Entities can attach to our energy field and life 

force without our conscious knowing. 

 

 What is Spirit attachment or Spirit possession  -it is the “assault” on a living human by a discarnate 

being.  The entity becomes a parasite to the person causing illnesses and disorders that are not biologically 

logical for the host.  

 

THE FIVE KEY STAGES OR TYPES OF SPIRIT ATTACHMENT DETECTION 

Awareness:  

 There might be a feeling that something is off. The behavior seems to be unusual or even obsessive. 

 One’s outlook on life may turn somewhat bleak, and possibly depression has crept in or been present 

for many years. 

 The following is a list that is strongly indicative of a spirit attachment. 

 Entity or spirit attachment generally affects 6 key forms – physical, emotional, mental, psychic,  

environmental and life 

Physical  

 Feeling chronically tired, drained and depleted of energy 

 Sudden onset of aches and pains in the body 

 Scratches, bruises and marks on the body with no seeming cause  

 Peculiar sensations such as pains, buzzing, crawling or tingling sensations 

 Sleep paralysis  

Emotional 

 Bursts of negative emotion such as anxiety, fear, guilt or panic attacks 

 Low mood, depression, or persistent sadness 

 Relationship conflicts – uncharacteristically fighting, arguing 

 A gut feeling that something is not right 
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Mental 

 Brain fog – inability to focus, feeling confused or dazed 

 Disturbing nightmares or persistent images of faces 

 Hearing voices or an inner negative self-talk and criticism 

 Repeating patterns of self-sabotage or negative behaviors 

 Feeling detached, disassociated, and distant 

Psychic 

 Sensing another presence or feeling watched 

 Seeing lights, orbs, mists, shadows, figures, or silhouettes  

 Feeling that you are being touched 

 Environmental Surroundings 

 Cold areas in your home 

 Pets growling or looking at something that you can’t see 

 Noises – tapping, knocking, footsteps or voices 

 Bad smells that cannot be located –odors, cigarette smoke 

 Electronic items glitching, malfunctioning or breaking 

 Losing items that show up later 

Life 

 Feeling blocked, unlucky, and stuck or obstacles, challenges and setbacks constantly put in your way 

 Healing always interrupted or nothing works  

 Attempts to remove entities always thwarted 

 Assessment: It is important to note that not all the above indicate entity attachment and could be 

caused by other things, so it’s important not only to remain rational  but review all available 

information.  

 There needs to be an honest assessment of one’s energy field and physical self to determine a spirit 

attachment is present. If you or an individual suspect there is an attachment present, decisive action 

can be taken. 

 

Detection: There are many ways to detect a spirit attachment. 

1. This can be through regression therapy 

2. Aura scanning - on site only 3D imaging in real time  

3. Journaling and Automatic Writing - Available through classes - Seasonal 

4. Using a Blue mirror - Can be done through Zoom or on site 

5. Pendulum Readings - on site or through Zoom 

6. Examining dreams - Available through classes only - Seasonal 

7. Special meditations, Prayers - on site or prayers  

8. We make use of a 3D Aura Scan to you can see in real time. We email you aura picture and print 

outs.  

We offer all methods you may choose. Many are via remote through Zoom. For onsite only We are in 

Cicero, IL. All methods are $60.00 per person. I use email to send attachments about your visit. 

 

  

 


